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ABSTRACT
The sound card anno 2010, is an ubiquitous part of almost
any personal computing system; what was once considered
a high-end, CD-quality audio fidelity, is today found in most
common sound cards. The increased presence of multichan-
nel devices, along with the high sampling frequency, makes
the sound card desirable as a generic interface for acquisi-
tion of analog signals in prototyping of sensor-based music
interfaces. However, due to the need for coupling capacitors
at a sound card’s inputs and outputs, the use as a generic
signal interface of a sound card is limited to signals not car-
rying information in a constant DC component. Through a
revisit of a card design for the (now defunct) ISA bus, this
paper proposes use of analog gates for bypassing the DC
filtering input sections, controllable from software - thereby
allowing for arbitrary choice by the user, if a soundcard
input channel is to be used as a generic analog-to-digital
sensor interface. Issues regarding use of obsolete technol-
ogy and educational aspects are discussed as well.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ”humble” beginnings of the soundcard1 as a dedicated
part of a PC system intended to produce audible sound,
could be seen in the use of a timer circuit Intel 8253, to
generate pulses in the audible frequency range and drive a
speaker, thereby producing audible sound [27]. Since then,
the PC soundcard has become a multichannel A/D inter-
facing device, able to work at CD quality (16 bits / 44.1
kHz) rates and above. Devices offering more than two out-
put channels are commonly used to drive multiple speak-
ers as part of surround sound home entertainment systems.
Specialized soundcards with multiple inputs and outputs,
and full duplex (playback while recording) capabilities, have
found use in music recording in professional and home stu-
dios. Soundcards interface as add-ins to PCs through sev-
1Ignoring earlier occurrences, such as the SID sound chip
on a Commodore 64 (whose sound was provided as part of
a TV output signal) and similar
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eral busses, serial (USB, FireWire) or parallel (ISA, PCI)2

in nature; although they are increasingly found integrated
in PC motherboards.

A slightly different type of devices become increasingly
popular with the academic and do-it-yourself community
as A/D interfaces for utilization of sensor signals. Pro-
grammable, micro-controller based devices such as the open-
source Arduino [2], that offer both A/D conversion and
PC connectivity (through, for instance, USB), provide a rel-
atively easy way to interface with a variety of off-the-shelf
sensors, from popular software development environments
such as PD [20], Max/MSP [6], or Processing [19]. However,
these devices are also more limited in regard to sampling
quality: for instance, the Arduino offers 6 multiplexed
channels of 10 bit resolution, and the maximum serial trans-
fer speed via USB is limited to 115200 bps - which puts a
theoretical best-case upper limit of 1800 Hz3 on the sam-
pling rate for all channels.

Because of these limitations, a lot of prototypers and de-
signers opt for a sound-card as a sensor A/D interface in-
stead. This also relieves the designer of worrying about
specifics of low level communication, and up-sampling the
signals so they match the audio domain processing rate,
when sensor signals are to be applied to audio in software.
However, since a typical soundcard filters out frequencies
outside of the audible 20Hz - 20kHz range, both on the in-
put and the output, its use is limited with those sensing
devices that produce output in this range. A soundcard
has been in use by Leroy et al for capturing optical pick-
ups [14], or as physical computing interface in context of
artwork production [11]; but its use can go beyond musi-
cal applications - such as chemical analysis [16] or medicine
[21].

The DC4 bias filtering problem is most apparent with sen-
sors that encode some useful information in the DC level5.
A common way to circumvent this limitation is to use the
DC signal to modulate a sinusoidal carrier in the audio
range (usually using amplitude modulation); capture the
modulated signal using a soundcard; and then demodulate
in software [9]. In case of resistive voltage dividers, they can
be driven directly by an AC4 signal (conveniently, a sound-

2USB: Universal Serial Bus; ISA: Industry Standard Archi-
tecture; PCI: Peripheral Component Interconnect
3“For communicating with the computer, use one of these
rates: 300, 1200, ... or 115200.[1]” Given a 64 bit frame
is used to transfer analog data of six channels @ 10 bits,
we have best-case period (ignoring start/stop bits) T =
64[b]/115200[bps] ≈ 555µs; and frequency f = 1/T ≈
1801.8 Hz; a single 8-bit channel would transfer at 14.4KHz
4DC: Direct current; AC: Alternating current
5such as a force-sensitive voltage divider, which would pro-
vide pressure (or an accelerometer, which would show the
influence of gravity) as change of DC level
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card can generate a sinusoidal signal for the purpose), in
which case the output will conform to the soundcard input
limitations. Arguably, there would be some loss of informa-
tion when using this method - especially if the modulating
signal has a spectrum extending above half the the carrier
frequency; also, software resources are spent in demodulat-
ing a high-speed audio signal, in addition to applying the
demodulated signal as a control signal in the application.

On the other hand, direct modifications to commercial
sound cards - intended to bypass input sections and allow
sampling of DC signals - have also been proposed [15]. In
similar fashion, this paper proposes that by using software-
controlled analog gates, filtering sections at soundcard in-
puts can be bypassed - thereby allowing for user-configurable
possibility of designating chosen inputs as ”sensor” inputs.
This relatively simple architectural change, would allow for
both high-fidelity acquisition of DC signals, and reuse of
common software tools made to interface with soundcards.
To test this assumption, a vintage ISA design has been im-
plemented, along with a corresponding C program - dis-
cussed further on in this paper.

Therefore, this project aims to demonstrate a simple im-
plementation of PC controlled bypass switches in a sound-
card (as an extension to allow interfacing with generic DC
sensors), by first implementing and documenting a hard-
ware platform – that can, to some extent, be considered a
soundcard.

1.1 Approach
The DC bias filtering problem outlined in the Introduction
is, in essence, a problem of A/D data acquisition – and thus,
an engineering problem – however, one that, arguably, influ-
ences a lot of research within electronic music instruments.
While custom and suitable A/D hardware may be available
on the market, it is often expensive – the cost not scaling
with the budget of departments that deal with electronic
music. Current affordable A/D hardware (such as Ar-
duino), on the other hand, rarely provides audio-quality
sampling rates. The technical specs (audio sampling rate)
and ubiquity (low price) of a typical soundcard, then, would
make it an ideal ”middle-way” choice of A/D platform for
electronic music instrument research.

Thus, even though we are talking of, in principle, a rela-
tively simple engineering problem - it is difficult to demon-
strate a simple (first-iteration) solution to it, as it is difficult
to find an accessible platform to implement the solution on:
this platform needs to behave sufficiently as a soundcard
(can interface to a PC, and can perform A/D and D/A
conversions at audio rates), and needs to allow space for
hardware modifications which is not prohibitively costly.

However, a typical soundcard is an industrial product,
aiming to turn a profit by satisfying a range of mass-market
needs - and as such, electronic music instrument researchers
are unlikely to influence industrial-level modifications to
a soundcard product, useful specifically for them. Many
soundcards today are single ICs integrated on a PC moth-
erboard, making manual hardware modifications near im-
possible; and while standalone soundcards may still offer
designs based on individual dedicated ICs (allowing more
space for tinkering), they will also incur not only greater
financial cost, but also a cost involved with understand-
ing the low-level work-flow of the device (which will, most
likely, have to be obtained through reverse-engineering, as
soundcard manufacturers are unlikely to publish such de-
tails publicly).

In such a market environment, researchers are likely to
start thinking about handicraft custom-made soundcard im-
plementations. As the typical entry-level research electron-

ics lab, can be likened to a lab accessible for the enthusiast
electronics instrument maker, the handicraft approach also
shows a promise of direct applicability of results outside
of academic circles. Unfortunately, at the end of the (first
decade of 20)00’s, it is rather difficult to find a starting
point for such handicraft development: there are no open
public projects dedicated to hardware soundcard implemen-
tations, and while there are resources discussing different
aspects relevant to development, their discussion level of-
ten requires more advanced engineering experience.

In documenting the development process of a soundcard-
like hardware, this project could then also be used in further
open discussions of handicraft implementations of sound-
card and AD/DA hardware. The starting point for this
hardware platform is the only easily readable resource at
the time of development, [22], which discusses both hard-
ware and software entry-level issues. Although this design,
based on the ISA bus, is old and in market terms obsolete,
it has the benefit of using discrete ICs for A/D and D/A
converters, as well as for logic signalling. This is, arguably,
closer in principle to engineering textbook material, and
thus has the educational benefit of facilitating easier under-
standing of architectural issues surrounding soundcard-like
hardware. Additionally, dealing with obsolete technology
provides a historical archiving aspect to the project.

This project provides a preliminary general conclusion on
the suitability of use of analog switches for interfacing DC
sensors, by providing measurements of a generic input signal
with a DC component from a signal generator. For educa-
tional purposes, the key issues (among them, quantifying
the sampling rate of the device) in the process of obtain-
ing these measurements will be outlined in this paper. For
more details, as well as source code, consult the webpage [7]
- which contains an extended version of this paper, with ad-
ditional introductory material and implementation details.

2. PROBLEM OUTLINE
A simplified input channel section of a sound card is shown
in Fig. 1:

Input C
R

ADC

Filter

Soundcard

Figure 1: Simplified diagram of a sound-card input
channel.

In Fig.1, a basic CR (capacitor-resistor) high-pass filter
schematic is taken to represent a simplification of input fil-
ters usually found in soundcards, in order to emphasize the
filtering of DC signals. To illustrate this influence, a sim-
ple experiment can be performed: a stereo mini TRS (tip-
ring-sleeve) connector can be plugged in a microphone (or
line-in) input of a soundcard, and the ground and a channel
wire can be used to connect to a 1.5V battery. If we try
to capture the resulting input data using audio recording
software (such as Audacity [3]), we would obtain a capture
like the one shown on Fig. 2.

Instead of obtaining a constant (DC) level in the time pe-
riod between approx 1.3s and 4.5s on Fig. 2, what is shown
is a typical signature of a high-pass filter in the time do-
main - a positive spike at the moment when the battery
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Figure 2: Capture of a battery being connected (at
1.5s) and disconnected (at 4.5s) to a sound card
microphone input in Audacity software.

is connected, and a negative one when it is disconnected.
This paper proposes that obtaining DC signals could be
achieved by implementing a voltage controlled switch (ana-
log a.k.a. bilateral switches [gates]), ultimately controlled
by software, that bypasses the entire input filter section, as
shown on Fig. 3:

Input C
R

S

Control

Soundcard

ADC

Filter

Figure 3: Simplified diagram of a sound-card input
channel, with a controllable switch bypassing the
input filter.

3. SOUNDCARD PLATFORM
In order to test the assumption given in the problem outline,
a hardware platform needs to be chosen, that behaves essen-
tially like a sound-card - but also allows for demonstration
of activating added analog gates via software. Primarily be-
cause reverse-engineering an off-the-shelf soundcard device
to behave as imagined would have been problematic, but
also due to potential educational benefits - a do-it-yourself
implementation of a soundcard design was sought instead.

Although the Internet does offer some information and
tutorials on building basic extension cards for a PC - inter-
faced through either USB, ISA or PCI buses - it is difficult
to find an available design, which is specifically intended
to represent a sound card (or even a high-speed A/D con-
verter). The only one found appropriate for the purpose, is
the design for a ISA extension card by Joe D. Reeder [22]
- a now abandoned product, that was intended for learning
the essentials of software-controlled hardware. Since the
schematic and the basic software code, related to this card,
are still available on the website associated with this prod-
uct (www.learn-c.com), it was this design that was taken as
a starting point for development.

The schematic for this “Learn-C” ISA card was reimple-
mented as a double-sided printed circuit board (PCB), with
an added CD4066 [8] CMOS quad bilateral switch. Since
the ISA bus is now obsolete and cannot be found in mod-
ern PC systems, an older PC based on an Elitegroup
ECS P6VAP-A+ (or P6VAP-AP) motherboard, with
a single ISA slot, was obtained. Code in C language from
[22] was used to implement test software, and Agilent
54621a oscilloscope was used to capture signals on board -

using the open-source agiload [23] package for transferring
oscilloscope traces to a PC as raw data. The experiment
finally consisted of using a vintage Wavetek model 145
signal generator to produce an approx. 440 Hz sinusoid
voltage with a DC offset level, and capturing this voltage
with the “Learn-C” card and test software on disk. As the
test software allowed for user-controlled activation of the
bilateral switches, these were alternately turned on and off
during capture - and the captured signal was observed in
the open-source Audacity software.

3.1 ISA hardware implementation
The original schematics for the “Learn-C” ISA card found
in [22] was rebuilt using open-source KiCad [5] software
(Fig. 4); the same software was also used to produce the
PCB layout. The design relies only on the ISA bus power
supply pins 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 29, 31 (GND, +5V, -5V, -12V, +12V,

GND, VCC, GND) as well as ISA IO pins 2, 13, 14, 20, 33-40, 42,
53-62 (RESET, IOW, IOR, OSC, D0-D7, AEN, A9-A0), for power supply
and PC connectivity.

Figure 4: Part of schematic of the ISA card; empha-
sized dashed lines indicate connections of bipolar
switch (see [7] for a complete schematic).

In simple terms, whenever a I/O command like outportb
(_port, _data) is executed from software, a binary repre-
sentation of the _port address is set up as respective high or
low voltages on the address pins of the ISA bus; the “Learn-
C” design then employs standard 74xx TTL logic ICs to
implement an address decoder that will interface with the
bus, and provide appropriate trigger signals for the rest of
the hardware, when the card is addressed from software.

Most of the original design of the “Learn-C” ISA card has
been reproduced, although with some differences. For in-
stance, a socket for the CD4066 analog switch was added,
and not all wired connections were implemented on the PCB
(for instance, headers were left unconnected, as well as most
of the I/O port pins of the 8255 [10] PPI chip). On the
other hand, both DAC0832 [17] digital-to-analog convert-
ers (DAC) were implemented6. The implementation of the
card is shown on Fig. 5.

3.2 Software
As mentioned previously, the source code for the “Learn-C”
ISA card given in [22] is C code, originally intended to run
under MS-DOS; as part of this project, portions of that
code were ported to Linux as well. The “Learn-C” exam-
ple programs can also run in the command prompt shell of
Windows XP - however, they cannot be directly compiled
with modern Windows C compilers. The reason for this
6although only a single one was actually tested; and none
are needed for the input filter switching experiment.
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Figure 5: Left: image of the wired card; right: card
in ISA slot of motherboard of test PC.

is that the code relies on C commands like inportb and
outportb (or inp and outp), which represent direct I/O
port access; however direct I/O port access is disabled for
Windows architectures newer than NT [24] (and can be
achieved only through programming a device driver). This
demanded use of vintage C compilers (DJGPP for DOS) un-
der Windows; on the other hand, programming direct I/O
port access in C under Linux is relatively straightforward.

4. TESTING PROCEDURE
The testing procedure consisted of two distinct steps. The
first was to use a known signal to determine the sampling
rate of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC); and to check
whether this rate is correct (by auditorily comparing a cap-
ture from the ISA card’s ADC to the known signal). The
second step (the actual experiment) consisted of sampling
and capturing a known, DC-biased, sinusoidal signal; turn-
ing the analog switch on and off during capture; and looking
for presence of a DC level recording when the switch was
active in observations of captured data.

4.1 Determining the ISA card sampling rate
The ISA card sampling rate was determined to be around
12725 Hz (the sampling resolution is limited at 8 bit by
choice of ADC0809 [18] chip). However, this could be
reached only after dealing with an apparent timing problem.

Figure 6: Oscilloscope screen captures of card sig-
nals EOC (top) vs IOW (bottom). Left: 50 µs of
non-periodic behavior; right: 0.5 ms of periodic be-
haviour.

Figure 6 (left) shows that EOC (signal produced by the
ADC chip on the card at end of each sample conversion)
is not periodic. Eventually, it turns out that this can be
resolved by introducing a short delay between the outport
and the first inport command in the reading loop, as shown
in Listing 1:
unsigned base; unsigned adcport; base = adcport =

0x200; //1000000000
if ((fp = fopen(FILENAME,"w+b")) != NULL) {

while(!kbhit())

{
outp(adcport, 0); // start channel 0 conversion , by

writing whatever value to address adcport
iz = del; while (iz > 0) iz--; // fake delay , ’ del ’

increments
while(!(inp(adcport+0x18) & 0x80)); // wait for EOC

ready : 0 x18 = 000011000, 0 x80 = 010000000
x = inp(adcport); // read ADC value into variable x
fputc((char)x,fp); // since value is 8− bit anyways ,

just cast to char and save to disk
}

}

Listing 1: ADC reading loop code

As Listing 1 indicates, the recorded file is simply a stream
of 8-bit characters. This file can be imported in Audacity
as raw data, and the sampling frequency is set upon im-
port. The multi-track capabilities of Audacity also allow
both the original 440 Hz source signal, and its ADC cap-
ture from the ISA card, to be played simultaneously in spite
of differing sampling rates (44.1 KHz vs. 12.7 KHz); their
respective pitches can be heard as audibly close – which is
a confirmation that the measurement of the sampling rate
is correct.

4.2 Test of analog switch functionality
As mentioned previously, a CD4066 was used to imple-
ment an analog switch, which bypasses the input pream-
p/filter section of the ISA card. This chip offers four ana-
log switches - only a single one was used, defined by pins
1 and 2 as switch connectors (connected as on Fig. 4),
and pin 13 (CD4066/p13) as voltage control. To control
CD4066/p13, the 8255 PPI on the ISA card was used,
as it offers three ports (A, B and C) of 8 pins each, which
can be configured to act as either digital inputs, or digital
outputs. Just a single output pin is needed from a single
(configured as output) port, in order to control the analog
switch; pin 37 (or pin 7 of port A) of 8255 (8255/p37) was
picked for the purpose, and was connected to CD4066/p13.
The 8255 offers three different modes of configuration of its
three ports; here any mode that configures port A as output
will do, and the function set_up_ppi from [22] was used to
quickly configure the ports.

5. RESULTS
The procedure described in section 4.1 was used to capture
a DC offset sinusoidal signal. This signal was generated by
a vintage Wavetek model 145 signal generator, which
doesn’t provide for fine-tuning control of the AC amplitude
and the DC offset separately. Eventually, a signal spanning
between 0.5V and 1.66V, set at approximately 450 Hz, was
used as the input signal for ADC capture. The signal ar-
riving at the input pin ADC0809/p26 (IN0), without and
with the influence of the switch, is shown on Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Oscilloscope screen captures of the in-
put signal brought to ADC0809 IN0 (left) without
the influence of analog switch; (right) while analog
switch turned on

This input signal was captured on a disk file using the pro-
cedure given in section 4.1, as the analog switch was turned
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on and off during capture using keyboard key presses. The
data captured by the ISA card can be verified through an
import in Audacity, depicted in Fig. 8.

As it is obvious from Fig. 8, activating the switch allows
the DC level of the signal to be captured by the card’s ADC;
and the waveforms obtained in Audacity remain relatively
faithful to the original input signal shown in Fig. 7 (ignor-
ing the clipping of the negative semiperiod of the original
signal).

Figure 8: Top: Six second capture of an input signal
with DC, with the switch activated in mid-capture;
Bottom: temporal zoom at moments of activating
(left) and deactivating (right) the switch.

6. DISCUSSION
As we have shown that, with this platform, we can arbi-
trarily choose to capture the DC level of a signal from a
signal generator – we can conclude that the same behav-
ior can be expected for signals derived from sensor circuits
(for instance, a FSR-based voltage divider) as well. Thus,
this paper indicates that analog switches bypassing the in-
put preamplifier section of soundcard inputs, would be a
relatively simple change to perform on existing soundcard
designs, thereby expanding their purpose to high speed A/D
interfaces for generic sensors. Similar change could be im-
plemented for output sections, thereby allowing soundcards
to be used as generic signal generators. The DC block-
ing capacitors are present in a sound-card, of course, for a
purpose - primarily to protect speakers from constant DC
biasing, and thereby prolong their lifetime [29]. The de-
sign change proposed here, would ideally leave that regime
unchanged for audio purposes - and simply introduce a dif-
ferent one, more suitable for sensor data acquisition, when
the user requires it.

6.1 The soundcard platform
This project started by looking for a hardware platform,
that behaves essentially like a soundcard. Arguably, the
ISA platform used here cannot be even considered a sound
card, until it can be used by typical audio software (like
players or editors) from the application level in an operating
system. Although this ISA card could be extended to play
back audio (encoded for the measured DAC frequency) -
at the state presented here, it behaves more like a generic
signal generator and sampler, than a modern soundcard.
Finding a modern open hardware platform, that allows for
the type of research as in this project, is still problematic;
although FPGA7 based designs, such as the ones described
in [13], are very promising as a base for multichannel, high-
speed, hybrid audio/sensor interfaces.

Whereas it is utopistic to expect that this paper could
significantly influence industry in such a manner, that simi-
7FPGA: Field-programmable gate array

lar modifications become a standard for future sound-cards
- it certainly aims to inspire designers working in the elec-
tronic music instrument field, to focus at the intricacies of
digital interfacing with analog signals; and to consider us-
ing older, historic designs for appropriate purposes - while
being aware of potential obstacles. Mostly, one has to deal
with hardware availability, although software can be an is-
sue as well. However, in the case of ISA, this project shows
that currently there is still a palette of tools that can tar-
get such machines and corresponding functionality, many of
them free and open-source; yet, one has to be prepared for
a time investment for straightening out potential glitches.

Hardware. Arguably, the ISA design used as a test plat-
form here, doesn’t even come close to issues in contempo-
rary sound-card production – to begin with, negative volt-
age values of the input signal are clipped, as the ADC chip
by default can sample only positive voltages. However, it
is a good educational tool to introduce general issues re-
lated to design of soundcards and corresponding software.
Namely, it is often difficult for beginner engineers to come to
a practical example, which is both relatively simple to un-
derstand as introductory material (and thus easy to relate
to theory) - and can be practically implemented to serve
a purpose, already known from a user perspective. So in
spite of the obsolescence of ISA, this design can still be
useful educationally. One positive point of using discrete
components in this card implementation, is the possibility
to measure their signals individually with an oscilloscope
and thus observe the interdependence of different signals
on the physical, electric level - something that becomes ar-
guably difficult, if the components are integrated as part of
a single chip.

Software. Finally, if there is a single thing this project
points out, it is that one cannot perceive the soundcard as
a system separate from its host PC; that is, a soundcard-
like hardware is genuinely bound to the intricacies of the
host operating system. In other words, even if the hard-
ware is theoretically capable of achieving greater sampling
speeds, the effective achieved sampling rate will be limited
by the method of accessing the device from software. In
this project, a steady 12.7 KHz sampling rate was achieved
through a program in C, only after implementing delays in
the reading loop. The cause of this need for delay is, likely,
that outportb in Listing 1 returns, before the corresponding
IOW signal (which triggers each start of conversion) has been
set electrically. Hence we need to wait, so we’re sure con-
version has started – before reading the EOC signal to see if a
value is ready. However, due to operating system overhead,
the actual sampling period is probably more indicative of
the time it takes for the operating system to complete a
single iteration of the main while loop in Listing 1, than
it is of the limits of the hardware itself. Thus, entering
development of soundcard hardware, necessarily implies in-
volvement with issues in the inherent unpredictability of
instruction execution times, OS scheduler granularity and
latency [4] and development of device drivers [28, 12] – with
a particular focus on the flow of time [25] – before coming
close to a platform able to interface with an operating sys-
tem, in a manner expected of a soundcard. In other words,
here the hardware acquisition of each sample is initiated and
transferred by C software on the PC – with a proper driver
approach, the hardware acquisition process could run inde-
pendently on the card hardware at high rates; and batches
of sampled data could be transferred as arrays to the PC at
longer intervals (i.e. ”buffered reads”; see also Direct Mem-
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ory Access/DMA [26]). Note, however, that in spite of the
shortcomings of this projects’ näıve approach, it still man-
aged to obtain 12.7 KHz effective end-to-end sampling rate,
which is close to the 14.4 KHz USB-limited maximum for a
single channel, 8-bit Arduino transfer (but is still below
the CD-quality 44.1 KHz expected of a typical soundcard).

7. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the project managed to demonstrate the pos-
sibility to use analog switches, for software controlled by-
pass of input filters of a sound-card device; thereby, in prin-
ciple, allowing it to interface with generic sensor circuits
that produce DC-offset voltages. However, claims cannot
be made on the feasibility of implementing such a change
in an existing commercial sound-card design. The project
also illustrated the specific problems encountered with us-
age of a card design for the now obsolete ISA bus; while
demonstrating how it can be used to emulate modern hard-
ware (at least to a degree, sufficient to expose the problem
at hand). Additionally, the simplified analysis of particular
issues, aims to serve as an educational introductory example
for designers starting with digital hardware design; in line
with this aspect, the source files for schematics and code,
as well as the full list of online references (too numerous to
include here) relevant to the topic discussed in this paper,
are provided on the project webpage [7]. The educational
and the historical perspective of this project, both aim to
contribute to furthering the discussion of A/D and D/A
hardware in the context of electronic music instruments de-
velopment.
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